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              Throughout history, the Middle East has been the place where

the oldest contracts in the world were made. In this regard, especially 
Mesopotamia, the region in the eastern Mediterranean near the Tigris 
and Euphrates rivers that is sometimes referred to as "thecradle of 
civilization," plays an important role. The topics of the contracts made in 
this region were as varied as the human relationshipsthemselves. The 
main ones were Sales and Purchase contractswhether for a land, crop, 
or a house, service contracts such as forrepair of a house, Rental 
contracts even one with a 60-year term,Labor contracts such as for a 
ring with 20 years guarantee, Partnership contracts, Loan and end even 
Mortgage-like contracts, Marriage contracts with camels as dowry, 
Inheritance and of courseafterwar Peace treaties.



       The Kadesh project was born again in Mesopotamia with the 
awareness of preserving the continuity of history. The goal this time was 
tocreate the world's first blockchain-based digital contracts, whichwould 
be signed using the biometric data of the parties. The projectgot its 
name not from any ordinary commercial contract, but fromthe Treaty of 
Kadesh which is the earliest peace contract still in existence. Also, 
considering how desperately we need it today, wethought that a name, 
reminding people of peace once again wouldbe appropriate. Moreover, 
as the Treaty of Kadesh brought an end tocenturies of conflict between 
the Hittite Empire and the Egyptiansalong the eastern Mediterranean, 
the Kadesh project emerged withthe aim of bringing perpetual peace to 
the world of smart contracts.



As it is known that although the use of smart contracts on the 
blockchain, has become widespread since they first emerged, they have 
not yet gained legal and binding contract status. The reason for this is 
that smart contracts are based on the trustless trust principle,which 
states that the parties to the smart contract do not need toknow or trust 
each other. In this regard, the Kadesh project seeks tocombine the KYC 
protocol and the smart contract system, allowingsmart contracts to be 
signed with biometric data and thus becomelegally binding.



       The financial freedom provided by the blockchain ecosystemis 
unfortunately accompanied by significant trust issues. While thereare 
some well-intentioned individuals and groups that believe infinancial 
freedom and invest and work for it, there are some individuals and 
groups that use the financial freedom promised by theblockchain 
ecosystem for fraud and fraudulent activities, and seedata and 
situations requiring personal privacy as big data treasuresto exploit. It is 
anticipated that the confusion and abuses caused bysuch malicious 
institutions and organizations will cause muchgreater damage to the 
blockchain ecosystem, which is still in itsinfancy, in the future, and, more 
importantly, trust issues.



       Kadesh was created by a team that believes in financial freedom and 
the blockchain ecosystem, who had come together to prevent fraudulent 
activities that are increasing and eroding trust in

the blockchain ecosystem.



    By storing basic user data and mutual business agreementsin a 
closed-loop blockchain infrastructure, Kadesh ecosystem seeksto enable 
individuals and businesses to create reliable smart business contracts 
over long distances conveniently and without intermediaries. Kadesh 
ecosystem users can use biometric data to digitally sign undertakings, 
wills, and mutual commercial contracts. 



     Kadesh also seeks to ensure that users can bequeath theirCrypto 
assets and their wallets containing these Crypto assets, without 
compromising their financial freedom and personal privacy, toany third 
person or institution that they pre-determined without anybureaucratic 
obstacles or transactions.

What Need? We 



Features



  The Bio Smart acts as an escrow service for the commercial contracts 
between two Kadesh system users who have completedfingerprint 
scanning and Face ID verification, and it also seeks tomake the contracts 
legally binding by signing smart contracts withbiometric data.



 The escrow feature ensures that the payment is completed ifboth 
parties mutually confirm that the terms of the commercialagreement 
are met. The system operates as follows: Contractingparties exchange 
their Kadesh IDs. When one user submits a commercial contract request 
to the Kadesh system, the system sends therelevant user a form in which 
the contract terms will be entered. Theuser completes the form, approves 
it with fingerprint scanning, andsubmits it to the system. Then, the form 
that has been approved byone party is sent to the other party. The user 
approves the formthrough fingerprint scanning after adding their terms. 
Both usersreceive the final version of the form. To finally confirm the form 
(contract), both users are prompted to perform a Face ID scan. Thus, the
system assumes the contract has been digitally signed by both parties 
and writes it to the closed-loop blockchain.



 The parties to the contract can access the contract throughtheir Kadesh 
Wallets and print it as a pdf if they wish. The contract inthe system 
cannot be accessed by anyone other than the parties tothe contract. 
When the contract deadline comes, the Kadesh systemrequests 
confirmation from the contracting parties that the conditions have been 
met. After both parties confirm, the system releasesthe payment that 
was withheld at the time the contract was digitally signed to the relevant 
recipient party. The system deducts 5% ofthe payment as a commission 
in this transaction. All payments and contracts will be made through the 
Kadesh andKadesh Wallet in this system, and payments will be made in 
crypto assets.

Biometric
(Bio Smart) 
 Smart 

Contract 



   Kadesh allows users to create various types of contracts. Among these, 
there are contracts that impose liability for various work, processes, 
management, etc. (shipment, promissory note, consumer contracts, 
delegation and presentation of authority, dealership, leasing, work, and 
guarantee contracts, etc.) and also limited liability or definite 
subcontractor employment and service contracts (graphic design, web 
page creation, programming, translation, advertisement, and promotion, 
etc.) with limited liability or framework that can be signed by the sellers 
listed on Kadesh or real or legal persons providing services in exchange 
for certain commissions or fees.

 

   Users who want to be listed as a service provider must sign a mutual 
agreement with Kadesh using Kadesh Wallet, verify their user 
credentials, and upload their verified product portfolio to the system. The 
Kadesh business development unit then verifies that the user portfolio 
and services adhere to the Kadesh rules (services and products will not 
cause copyright issues in any jurisdiction, services and products do not 
violate general legal rules, etc.) and are of the minimum quality 
determined. The user who wants to use the listing service must stake the 
amount of KDS tokens specified in the contract as collateral until the 
service contract is mutually terminated on Kadesh Wallet. (The amount 
of KDS tokens to be staked varies by service, and the amount of KDS 
tokens to be deposited as collateral and the collateral period vary 
depending on the average business volume and membership period.)



    There is no income or interest accrual commitment made in relation to 
the KDS token deposited as collateral. 



   The services provided by the user who staked the required amount as 
collateral are displayed to users via the Kadesh Wallet listing.

Biometric
(Bio Smart) 
 Smart 

Contract 



     Users of the Kadesh who want to use the relevant service, purchase it 
with a mutual agreement notice and transfer the specified payment 
amount, and type to the secure payment pool via Kadesh Wallet. After 
receiving approval from the users, Kadesh Wallet transfers the relevant 
amount to the service provider’s Kadesh Wallet account when the 
contractual obligation is met.



   Before transferring funds, Kadesh deducts a commission of 5% for 
payments made with KDS, 10% for payments made with another crypto 
asset, and 15% for payments made in FIAT. Commissions are deducted 
from the total amount and payment ratio of the sides determined by the 
users at the time of contract signing. For instance, for the payments in 
KDS, only the buyer pays 5%, only the seller pays 5%, or both the buyer 
and the seller pay 2.5% each.



    Kadesh commits to making every effort to ensure that the service 
listing processes are carried out as professionally as possible, with only 
qualified service providers listed. Users do not pay a fee for listing their 
services; the amount deposited as collateral is refunded to users who 
wish to leave the membership at the end of the contract. If the user 
unilaterally terminates the contract before the contract expiry date, 2.5% 
is deducted for each month remaining until the contract expiration date, 
and 5% is deducted for each month in which the service is used.

Biometric
(Bio Smart) 
 Smart 

Contract 



Bio Smart Schema



   Kadesh Will allows a Kadesh Wallet user to transfer the assets in their 
wallet to a designated heir in the event of their death. Thus, Kadesh Will 
enables the user to create an inheritance contract (will). The user's 
inheritance contract is stored on the blockchain and can only be viewed 
or modified by the user.

 
   The person who is assigned as the heir to the account of the user who 
wants to use the Kadesh Will service is assigned as a passive user or a 
passive wallet owner. As in the KYC system, KYC verification of passive 
users is made and their contact information is saved into the system.

 
   If the user who wants to pass on her digital assets does not have access 
to their wallet for the time period specified or if the heir or heirs doesn’t 
contact with Kadesh legal service, the inheritance contract is activated 
automatically.



   The system operates differently depending on whether the heir or heirs 
is a Kadesh Wallet user. If both the user and the heir or heirs are Kadesh 
Wallet users, with a prior order, this transaction can be performed as an 
automatic transfer between wallets.



   If the heir or heirs is not a Kadesh Wallet user, when the system issues 
an inheritance contract warning, the Kadesh legal service steps in and 
contacts the heir or heirs. When the heir or heirs present the user's 
(legator's) death certificate and identity information (within the period 
determined by the partner legal service, which differs from country to 
country) to one of the legal services with which Kadesh has partnered. 
After the confirmation of the death, the passive user is assigned as the 
main user by the legal service. Due to security concerns and potential 
objections, the relevant wallet is closed to all transactions for 30 days. At 
the end of this period, the passive user is given all the rights on the wallet 
as the main user.

Kadesh Will



      For the Kadesh Will service certain amount KDS token should be kept 
locked in the Kadesh Wallet. Before the Kadesh Wallet transfer, a 5% KDS 
token commission is deducted from the total wallet balance.

 
   Digital assets or contracts transferred to Kadesh users through the 
Kadesh Will service may be taxed, depending on the regulations of the 
heir or heirs country of residence. If the official authorities request it, 
Kadesh will share information about the wallet and its owner (except the 
password, super key, and biometric data) with the official authorities 
through partner legal services in the relevant country.

Kadesh Will



  Kadesh Box service is a lockbox service, which seeks to make 
confidential documents and transactions customized to individuals or 
organizations using four-layer security and a two-layer encryption 
system. This system allows multi-partner firms, institutions, organizations, 
or individuals to store their data in a multi-user account which will be 
active only when all users of the account enter their security keys. 
Transactions on this system can be carried out in two stages; First, 
multiple users enter their encrypted keys, which are kept in decentralized 
systems, and then all users activate the transaction with their public 
keys.


Kadesh Box



   The Kadesh Chain network will be used for all transactions in the 
Kadesh ecosystem. Data sent to the Kadesh Chain network is saved in 
blockchain databases that cannot be changed or exported. Users are 
hosted in these systems with their assigned ID. System security is 
provided by distributed database architecture. Furthermore, transactions 
between two Kadesh Wallet users are encrypted using the secure 
Kadesh algorithm, and the transaction ID is generated based on this 
data. The keys required for re-encryption and decryption of this 
transaction ID using the Kadesh security algorithm will be saved on 
numerous different databases throughout the distributed database 
architecture. Thus, the Kadesh ecosystem offers its users a secure network 
infrastructure that cannot be accessed from the outside, hacked, or 
tampered with.

Kadesh Chain



Token



   KDS is a crypto token asset that will be used by KADESH ECOSYSTEM in 
all projects planned to be made available to end-users. KDS is also 
intended to be a crypto token that can be used to make commercial 
payments for a variety of services provided by businesses operating in 
various fields. Kadesh will support the work of organizations that want to 
use KDS in their commercial activities and will generally not limit such 
use. KDS is not intended to constitute securities in any jurisdiction. The 
statements made here are not intended to be investment advice. 
Acquiring, buying and, selling decisions regarding KDS are the 
responsibility of the individual. It is the individual's responsibility to 
conduct the necessary research into the risks and potential losses or 
gains associated with these transactions. Kadesh is not liable for any 
damages or losses that may be incurred.

BSC

18

NO

KDS

150M

18M



Seed Round
0% at TGE, 12 months cliff, then linear  

vesting over 24 months

Public Round
10% at TGE, 3 months cliff, then linear vesting 

over 12 months

Private Round
4% at TGE, 12 months cliff, then linear vesting 

over 24 months



Staking & Rewars
0% at TGE, 1 month cliff, then linear vesting over 

60 months

Reserves / Treasury
0% at TGE, 1 month cliff, then linear vesting over 

60 months

Community & Marketing
0% at TGE, 1 month cliff, then linear vesting over 

60 months

Team & Advisors
0% at TGE, 12 months cliff, then linear vesting 

over 24 months

Liquidity
100% at TGE for liquidity pools



Roadmap



Roadmap

PHASE 1

PAHSE 5

PHASE 3

PHASE 2

PHASE 4

Blueprint preparation


Organizing the team

Planing of token allocation


Planing of tokenmetrics

Marketing strategy development

Auditing& Marketing


Presale

DEX listing


CMC & Coingecko listing

Kadesh Development Start

CEX Listings(T1)


Marketing campaign

Kadesh App V2


Press Release

Kadesh Chain Mainnet


Kadesh BioSmart API Release

Kadesh Will Release

Building the website


Opening social media accounts

Marketing and advertising


Partnership Agreements

Press relase

IEO& CEX Listings


Marketing Agreements

Kadesh App Beta Version


Press Relase

New Partnership Announce




Team



Core Team

C E O
Serhat Onay
Marketing and growth
specialist, international
business advisor.

C T O
Raifhan Aydın
Devloper, educator, 
�professional speaker

C L O
Ali Okçu
Lawyer, mathematician,� 
educator, consulting �on 
blockchain law.

The Kadesh project is 
supported by Kaizen Finance, 
one of the leading companies in 
the world of decentralized 
finance and blockchain.

C O O
Volkan Çeliktepe
Localization expert,
international relations
and bussiness specialist

C O O
Volkan Çeliktepe
Localization expert,
international relations
and bussiness specialist



Core Team
C E O
Serhat Onay
Marketing and growthspecialist, international
business advisor.

          Serhat ONAY was born in 1983 in Hakkari, Turkey.

He did management and marketing internships in leading national

companies during his university years. During his studies, he served

two terms as President of the University Student Council and as a

member of the National Student Council. Meanwhile, he participated 
as a speaker in panels on entrepreneurship and youth held at

various universities as part of the "Bologna Process in Turkish 
Universities" and "Turkish Universities in the European Union Process."

Following graduation, he worked in various national companies as a

regional manager, marketing director, and growth manager. He is

still working as a CGO for Pixel Academy and Pixel Lab. Furthermore,

for the last five years, he has been providing product, market, and

brand consulting to companies looking to enter the Middle East and

North African markets. He is currently the director of blockchain 
projects at Pixel Lab, as well as a consultant on the blockchain project

eEat Finance. He is married and has one daughter



Core Team
C T O
Raifhan Aydın
Devloper, educator, �professional speaker

          Raifhan AYDIN, a computer engineer, began working in the

software industry at the age of 15 and has since worked as a software 
specialist, software architect, team leader, and project manager in 
national and international projects.

Throughout his university years, he worked in software companies in

the IT sector and completed numerous freelance projects. Meanwhile, 
he provided trainings and conducted workshops on future

technologies at universities. AYDIN, who founded his own software

company while still in university, created a variety of applications

and provided corporate software consulting services.

 AYDIN has continued his career as a software trainer and software 
unit manager at Bilge Adam Informatics Academy, where he

has introduced countless people to the informatics sector and 
provided corporate trainings to leading companies in the field.

 AYDIN is a founding partner of the Garage New York software

company in the United States. He worked as a software specialist

and project manager in a variety of international applications at

this company. Technologies such as image processing, sound 
separation, voice-to-text conversion, artificial intelligence, and machine 

learning were developed during the projects carried out here.

He also served as Vice Chairman of the Organizing Committee at

the Mediterranean Informatics Summit, the nationwide largest IT

summit, which brought together the industry's leading names for

the fifth time.

 Raifhan AYDIN, the founder of Pixel Academy and Pixel Lab,

aimed to raise awareness in informatics by giving over 200 seminars

at various universities. He is the head of the software team at Pixel

Lab, which develops web and mobile software applications for a 
variety of companies including Max Royale, Voyage, Hilton, and

Paloma.



Core Team
C O O
Volkan Çeliktepe
Localization expert,international relationsand 
bussiness specialist

          Volkan ÇELİKTEPE was born in 1986 in Eskişehir, Turkey.

He graduated from Istanbul Kültür University, Department of 
International Relations with a scholarship, and graduated in 2009 
after 1year at Comenius University in Slovakia within the scope of 
Erasmus.



During his study years, he was elected as Department Representative, 
Faculty Representative, and President of the University Student

Council. 


After deciding to pursue his career in marketing and product 
localization, he attended ES Academy for 1 year, where he received 
localization and formation training on the adaptation of texts to 
culture. 


Since 2013, he has been involved in the localization of marketing text,

legal text, company policy, in-company training texts of a wide

range of corporate companies. For the last few years, he has been

providing product and brand localization consultancy services to

companies aiming to enter Turkey, the Middle East and North Africa

market.



Core Team
C L O
Ali Okçu
Lawyer, mathematician,� educator, consulting �on 
blockchain law.

          In 1977, he was born in Hatay. He received his bachelor's degree

in mathematics from Ankara University and his law degree from

Girne American University. He is continuing his postgraduate studies

in Commercial Law. He worked as a Mathematics teacher, 
educational institution manager, and director for a long time. He has 
beena crypto investor since 2017 and works in the field of crypto law, 
providing consultancy services. He is married with three children.



Disclaimer



GENERAL INFORMATION

WHO CAN PURCHASE KDS?


           
               The presentation made here is about the market release of

KADESH ECOSYSTEM TOKEN (KDS). KDS is a crypto token asset that

will be used by KADESH ECOSYSTEM in all projects planned to be

made available to end-users. KDS is also intended to be a crypto

token that can be used to make commercial payments for a variety

of services provided by businesses operating in various fields.

KADESH will support the work of organizations that want to use KDS

in their commercial activities and will generally not limit such use.

KDS is not intended to constitute securities in any jurisdiction. The

statements made here are not intended to be investment advice.

Acquiring, buying and, selling decisions regarding KDS are the

responsibility of the individual. It is the individual's responsibility to

conduct the necessary research into the risks and potential losses or

gains associated with these transactions. KADESH is not liable for

any damages or losses that may be incurred. 


You are not eligible to purchase KDS if you are a citizen or resident of

a country where the trading of crypto tokens is or may be prohibited

by law. If you do not comply with the law, you will be responsible for

the legal and financial consequences. Only individuals with sufficient 
knowledge and experience in crypto and blockchain systems,

or businesses specializing in this field, should purchase KDS. Buyers

should be knowledgeable of the storage, deposit, and withdrawal

processes associated with crypto tokens. Any entities of KADESH,

and their officers and employees will not be responsible in any way

for the wrong actions and loss of any crypto tokens, KDS or, fiat 
currency, resulting from actions taken by, or omissions of the 
purchasers, and the loss of value that may occur in KDS..



             It is not advised to purchase KDS or participate in the KDS

pre-sale unless you have sufficient knowledge and experience in the

crypto market. It is recommended that you carefully analyze the 
potential risks and capital losses that may occur in the event of a KDS

purchase and conduct the necessary research on this matter. If you

are unable to make such assessments, it is critical that you do not

purchase KDS until you have gained sufficient knowledge and 
experience. 


The following situations should be carefully considered before

making a KDS investment. It is critical that you consult with a lawyer,

accountant, tax professional and/or crypto experts about these 
situations and invest accordingly.

RISKS 


(a) 

(b)

KDS will be stored in a wallet that can only be accessed

with a password chosen by the purchaser. If a KDS 
purchaserdoes not keep an accurate record of their 
password or forgetsit, this may lead to the loss of KDS as 
the wallet cannot be accessed. If the created password is 
weak and it is cracked bysomebody else or shared with 
third parties, this may also leadto the loss of KDS. For 
these reasons, buyers must createstrong passwords and 
store them in a secure location that isnot accessible to 
others, as well as in one or more backup locations.



 By purchasing KDS, the purchaser understands that

some of the services provided by the KADESH are still in 
development and may undergo significant changes 
before they

are released



(c)

(d) 

(f)

 While KADESH will make every effort to connect the

KADESH ECOSYSTEM to the majority of the major crypto

exchanges in the crypto market, some exchanges may 
refuseto connect with the KADESH ECOSYSTEM, resulting 
in lessliquidity being provided through the KADESH 
ECOSYSTEMthan expected in this paper. 


While KADESH will make every effort to release the

KADESH ECOSYSTEM on time, the purchaser understands

that the official release of the KADESH ECOSYSTEM may 
bedelayed.



(e) The buyer understands that, like other crypto tokens, 
thevalue of KDS may fluctuate significantly and fall in 
value for avariety of reasons, including but not limited to 
supply anddemand balance, positive or negative crypto 
token marketconditions, legal, political or geographical 
reasons, the globaleconomy, regulatory changes in any 
jurisdiction, and technical reasons.



 KDS is designed to run on the Binance Smart Chain 
(BSC). As such, adverse events (such as network failures or 
maintenance) on the Binance Smart Chain Network may 
cause KDS transfer ortrading to be disrupted. Such 
incidents are not the responsibility of KDS.



DISCLAIMER  

             To the greatest extent permitted by applicable laws, regulations, 
and rules, KDS, any entities of KADESH, and their officers and

employees shall not be liable for any indirect, special, incidental,

consequential, or other losses of any kind, whether in tort, contract,

or otherwise (including, but not limited to, revenue, income, or profit

loss, as well as loss of use or data), arising from or in connection with

any acceptance or reliance on this paper or any part of it. Any entities 
of KADESH, and their officers and employees shall not be liable

for your loss of KDS after it has been transferred to you for any

reason, including but not limited to, your failure to maintain or

backup your password or password cracking by someone due to

your poor password maintenance. 


            KADESH will do its best to launch its operations and develop

KADESH ECOSYSTEM. Any person buying KDS acknowledges and

understands that KADESH makes no warranty regarding the

release of the KADESH ECOSYSTEM. As a result, they acknowledge

and understand that KADESH (including its bodies and employees)

accepts no liability or responsibility for any loss or damage resulting

from or related to the inability to use the KDS. 


            Regulatory authorities around the world are closely scrutinizing

businesses and operations involving crypto tokens. In this regard,

regulatory measures, investigations, or actions may have an impact

on KADESH’s business, limiting or prohibiting it from expanding its

operations in the future. Individuals considering buying KDS should

be aware that KADESH's business model or KADESH ECOSYSTEM, as

well as its existing platforms, may change or need to be modified

due to new regulatory and compliance requirements imposed by

any applicable laws in any jurisdiction. In such cases, purchasers

and anyone seeking to acquire KDS acknowledge and understand

that neither KADESH nor any of its affiliates will be held liable for any

direct or indirect loss or damages resulting from such changes.



(d)

(e)

(g) 

(h)

(I) 

(j) 

 You have carefully considered the risks, costs, and any other demerits 
of acquiring KDS and understood such the risks, costs, andany other 
demerits associated with KDS and its token sale; 


 you are not acting for the purpose of speculative investment; 


(f) you agree and acknowledge that KDS does not constitute securities in 
any form in your jurisdiction; 


you agree and acknowledge that this paper is not a prospectus

or offer document of any kind, and that it is not intended to be an

offer of securities in your jurisdiction or a solicitation for investment

in securities; 


 you agree and acknowledge that no regulatory authority has

examined or approved the information contained in this paper, that

no such action has been or will be taken under the laws, regulatory

requirements, or rules of any jurisdiction, and that the publication,

distribution, or dissemination of this paper to you does not imply

compliance with the applicable laws, regulatory requirements, or

rules; 


You agree and acknowledge that this paper, the undertaking

and/or the completion of the KDS token sale, or future trading of KDS

on any cryptocurrency exchange, shall not be construed, interpreted

or deemed by you as an indication of the merits of KADESH or KDS; 


the distribution or dissemination of this whitepaper, any part of it,

or any copy of it, or your acceptance of it, is not prohibited or restricted by 
applicable laws, regulations, or rules in your jurisdiction, and

where possession restrictions apply, you have observed and complied 
with all such restrictions at your own expense and without liability to 
KADESH;



(k) You agree and acknowledge that in the case where you wish to

purchase any tokens, the tokens shall not to be construed, interpreted, 
classified or treated as:

(i)

(ii) 

(iii)

(iv) 

(v) 

(vi)

(vii) 

(viii)

(viiii) 

(x)

 Any kind of currency or commodity; 


Debentures, stocks or shares issued by any person or entity
(whether the Company or otherwise); 


 Rights, options or derivatives in respect of such debentures,
stocks or shares; 


Rights under a contract for differences or any other contract the 
purpose or pretended purpose of which is to secure aprofit or avoid 
a loss; 


Units in a collective investment scheme; 


 Units in a business trust; 



Derivatives of units in a business trust; 


 Any other security or class of securities; or 


You are fully aware of and understand that you are not

eligible to purchase any Tokens or access the available Information 
if you are a citizen, national, resident (tax or otherwise)and/or green 
card holder of a Restricted Jurisdiction or if youare a Restricted 
Person; 


 You have a basic degree of understanding of the operation,

functionality, usage, storage, transmission mechanisms and

other material characteristics of cryptocurrencies, blockchain-based 
software systems, cryptocurrency wallets or otherrelated token 
storage mechanisms, blockchain technologyand smart contract 
technology;



(xii) You are fully aware and understand that in the case where

you wish to purchase any Tokens, there are risks associated

with:

(xiii) 

(xiv)

You agree and acknowledge that the Company is not

liable for any direct, indirect, special, incidental, consequential

or other losses of any kind in tort contract or otherwise (including 
but not limited to loss of revenue income or profits or loss

of use or data or loss of reputation or loss of any economic or

other opportunity of whatsoever nature or howsoever arising)

arising out of or in connection with any acceptance of or reliance on 
the Available Information or any part thereof by you;and 


 All of the above representations and warranties are true,

complete, accurate and not misleading from the time of your

last access to and/or possession of (as the case may be) the

Available Information.

(A) 
(B) 
(C) 
(D) 

the Company and its business and operations;

the Tokens;

the Token Sale; and

relying or acting on all or any part of the Available


Information;



REGIONAL RESTRICTIONS 


(i) 

(ii) 

(iii)

(iv)

(v) 

          Citizens, nationals, residents (tax or otherwise) and/or green

card holders of each of: 


The United States of America; 


Singapore; 


 South Korea; 


 The People’s Republic of China; or



any other jurisdiction which prohibits the possession, 
dissemination or communication of the Available Information and/
or prohibitsparticipation in the Token Sale or the purchase of Tokens 
or any suchsimilar activity (collectively the “Restricted Jurisdictions”) 
or anyother Restricted Persons are not permitted to participate in 
theToken Sale. The term “Restricted Persons” refers to any firm, 
company, partnership, trust, corporation, entity, government, state 
oragency of a state or any other incorporated or unincorporated 
bodyor association, association or partnership (whether or not 
havingseparate legal personality) that is established and/or lawfully 
existing under the laws of a Restricted Jurisdiction (including in the 
caseof United States of America, under the federal laws of the 
UnitedStates of America or under the laws of any of its States).



“

”

From a team that believes in 
financial freedom to a world 

of financial freedom.

Kadesh Chain
https://www.kadeshchain.com 
info@kadeshchain.com


